
Company restaurant (Belgium)
Architect: Lineos-Chris Vantornout - Installation: Mona Visa
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Restaurant La Maison du Cygne (BELGIUM) - 
Fitter: Aenea Design Interior

Pool complex Badewelt, Sinsheim (GERMANY) - 
White acoustic ceiling - Fitter: Art Design Hahn -

Architect: Architekturbüro Wund 

Restaurant The Last Supper (LUXEMBOURG) - 
Backlit and printed frames - Fitter: Bert’ Déco - 

Architect: Miguel Cancio Martins

Fashion space Equip’Hotel 2012 (FRANCE) -
Printed wall - Fitter: CLIPSO -

Photos and design: Elizabeth Leriche

Hall SCG Experience (THAILAND) - 
Backlit ceiling - Fitter: CCSE Group

Hotel Eiffel Park, Paris (FRANCE) - 
Printed ceiling and wall - Fitter: Silva Création 



Choosing clipso products means choosing 
an environmentally-friendly and highly comfortable 

solution as well as ensuring compliance 
with current and future standards!

clipso, the ideal solution
 for the decoration or renovation of spaces

in the hotel and catering industries.

Thanks to the patented cold 
installation technique, the 
implementation of clipso stretch 
walls and ceilings is quick, clean and 
nuisance-free (odourless, no drying 
time, no need to move furniture, 
etc.). As a result, it optimises work 
schedules and limits the shutdown 
time of your premises. 

As an example, a hotel bedroom of 
20 m2 on a plasterboard support may 
be renovated (walls and ceilings) in 
just one day. This provides maximum 
efficiency for an exceptional result.

clipso offers you a whole range 
of coverings and a multitude of 
possibilities: Standard, Color, 
Pearlescent, Acoustic, Translucent, 
Antibacterial*. All clipso’s coverings 
are printable.

Both practical and decorative, clipso 
coverings are perfectly adapted to 
every possible space within your 
establishment: restaurants, reception 
areas, seminar rooms, bedrooms, 
kitchens, spas, swimming pools, bars, 
lounges, sports rooms, etc.

State-of-the-art, resistant and made 
up to 5 metres wide, clipso coverings 
are CE certified according to current 
standards on ceiling installation, with 
OEKO-TEX green label certification and 
SANITIZED antibacterial certification.

FRENCH MANUFACTURE
CERTIFIED ISO 9001.

R       estaurants and hotels are 
associated with well-being, 

harmony and calmness. Their 
requirements focus upon safety, 
acoustic insulation and esthetics. 
clipso stretch ceilings and walls 
respond fully to these requirements 
and are perfectly suited to these kinds 
of structure, whether brand new or for 
renovation.

* non printable
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clipso, the ideal solution
 for the decoration or renovation of spaces

in the hotel and catering industries.

Sukhumvit Hilton Hotel, Bangkok (THAILAND) - 
Fitter: CCSE Group - Architect: PIA Interior

Conceptual room «Senses Room», Paris (FRANCE) - 
Backlit printed wall and white acoustic ceiling - 

Fitter: Francis Von Der Wall

Restaurant Destino 56, Valencia (SPAIN) -
Backlit printed wall - 

Fitter: Ceilica Innovacion SL - 
Architect: Carmen Baselag

CLIPSO gives you the choice: a plain 
stretch fabric,  a digital printed covering,  a 
LED lighting solution, an acoustic ceiling or 
wall... or even a frame from our new brand 
AEROCEILING. 

AEROCEILING offers you a wide range of 
frames and shapes, which combines, in a 
very efficient way, all CLIPSO stretch 
fabric benefits with esthetic and technical 
advantages. 

AeroSilent frames are made up of an acous-
tic insulation layer and a technical fabric. 
This combination helps to reduce noise pol-
lution. 

AeroLight tiles are perfect to create a cus-
tom light and so a very personal atmos-
phere. 

Our range AeroSilent & Light, technical 
innovation, results from the combination of 
these two techniques.

At least, AeroCustom gives you carte 
blanche to customize your aluminium 
frame. We take charge of digital print based 
on your own file, imagery, logo or photo 
from a photo library. AEROCEILING by 
CLIPSO is the perfect product to subli-
mate your interior as well as to communi-
cate efficiently, either for one-shot or for 
permanent campaigns.

Claridge Hotel, Paris (FRANCE) - 
Trompe-l’oeil printed wall - Fitter: Sols Décoration Murs



Bernard Haupert, our local partner installed on the island of La Reunion, 
managed and installed successfully this project, in the hotel DINA 

MORGABINE. 

72 rooms, for a total surface of 315 sqm, were fitted with Clipso stretch fabrics 
over the course of a month and a half. The step 1 consisted of applying a first 
coat of primer. Following this, the black coloured wall profiles were installed. 
In order to accelerate this process, Bernard Haupert chose the stapable version 
of the products, so he could quickly fix them in place. At the same time, an 
acoustic matting was stapled to enhance the acoustic insulation of each room. 
The matting was then covered with an Acoustic Clipso stretch fabric, printed 
with one out of the 5 images selected by the client. Clipso Design helped out to 
size each of the images quickly. The project was managed over 45 days, with a 
minimum impact on the daily business of the hotel: the products are fitted at 
ambiant temperature, meaning there is no odour, no nuisances and the rooms 
could be rented out straight away again.

‘‘

‘‘

Clipso became an 
obvious solution 
for the client, as 

this is the only 
simple and 

fast solution 
combining 
esthetics, 

acoustics and full 
customisation

Hotel Dina 
Morgabine 
(La Reunion Island, 
FRANCE) - 
Headboards - 
Printed acoustic 
fabrics -
Fitter: 
Bernard Haupert 

unique &
 trendy



N°0334
EN 14716 / 2005

0334 / DPC / 1011 CQ 976/1 IFTH

Swimming pool (Belgium) - Installation: Mona Visa - Architect: Pieter Thooft

CLIPSO Productions
5 rue de l’Église

68800 Vieux-Thann
FRANCE

Tél. +33 (0)3 89 37 10 84
Fax +33 (0)3 89 37 48 92

Email : info@clipso.com
Web : www.clipso.com

Swimming-pool (BELGIUM) - Backlit and printed ceiling - Fitter: MonaVisa - Architect: Pieter Thooft
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Hotel & Restaurant

*EMISSION IN INDOOR AIR


